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Philosophy  
● Combo Hurdlers
● Coach every kid within 

your ability 
● Provide your athletes 

with valuable lessons
● Be honest, be consistent
● Read, Read, Read 



Philosophy 
● What is your goal for each 

Athlete?
● Have a plan!

○ It will help structure your 
practices/competitions/season

○ Athletes will know when you are 
making stuff up

○ Organization = Greater Efficiency 
○ Send Workouts out early so 

athletes may prepare mentally



Nuts and Bolts 
Boys Height 39” Girls  Height 33”

Distance to First Hurdle: 13.72 m Distance to First Hurdle: 13.0 m

Distance Between Each: 9.14 m Distance Between Each: 8.5 m

Distance from the Last: 14.02 m Distance from the Last: 10.5 m



Identify the Right Level
I: Starting Out (no experience) “Newbies”

A: The Natural

B: The Eager

II: Returners 

A: The Squire 

B: The Mechanic



Identifying the right athletes and abilities
Need to be

● Resilient 
● Patient
● Reflective 
● Aggressive 
● Athletic
● Explosive
● Fast (this is of course 

relative)
● Poised
● Tough



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j7LUv_6RmM


The Season in Three Stages with each type Athlete
1) The Honeymoon 1-4 weeks
2) The Growing Pains 4-8 weeks
3) The Time to Shine 9-12 weeks



The Honeymoon
The Eager: Teach basic skills

The Natural: Teach basic skills 

The Squire: Reinforce basic skills 

The Mechanic: Reinforce mastered 
skills and use as support



The Growing Pains
The Eager: Reps and as many races 
without destroying them

The Natural: Reps and work them into 
the varsity caliber athletes (blended 
entries)

The Squire: Reps and must improve, 
varsity spot earned 

The Mechanic: Selective approach, work 
on specific aspects of their race



Time to Shine
The Eager: Plan to peak at JV Championships, welcome to continue training but 
must be “all” in

The Natural: Will vary, most should be full-time varsity

The Squire: Will vary, one or two will hold on to their spot

The Mechanic: Put the engine together. 



Fundamentals, Fundamentals, Fundamentals
● Avoid inundating kids with instruction (Mea Culpa)

○ Work on one technical  aspect  for each training session. 
○ Differentiate to your time and ability 

● 7-9 Technique Drills Max
○ A-Skips, B-Skips, Walkovers, Power Trails, 5 step lead-leg, 5 step power-leg, Slides, *0 

stepovers, *Over Overs (Silly)

● Clearly Communicate
○ Teach athletes the language you want them to understand (Example: dorsiflexion)
○ Use language they understand  while in a training session (Example: collapse)
○ Have athletes explain to you. (Many times you will get head bobbers to anything you say)

*Drills that require a bit more skill, use your eyes. 





Train the Brain (all levels)
● Spend at least 20% of training to develop the 

mind
○ Film (Coach’s Eye, Dartfish….etc)
○ Visualization
○ Pre-Training focus

● Rhythm 
○ If the brain knows the cadence  it becomes  natural 

habit
○ Portable Speakers (JBL Charge Series)
○ BPM Presto to Prestissimo (180+)

● Physical 
○ The sprint hurdles is one of the most physical  in track 

and field
○ Be prepared for setbacks  out of athletes control. 
○ Adapt, Adapt, then Adapt  



3 Steps…4 Steps…..5 Steps 
The Mechanic: 3 Steps and constantly develop.

The Squire: Should 3 step but some fast short girls might be better off using 4 steps.

The Natural: Could 3 step most likely mid-way through the season.

The Eager: Will 4 step and some will 5 step. 



My Training Rules for Sprint Hurdles
● Hurdle anywhere between 20-30 hurdles (based on strength)
● Do not exceed sprinting over 30 hurdles in any given session
● Finish with fast (Flying 20s, 30s, 40s, Explode out the back)
● Communicate with each athlete their focus prior to the training session (mail, 

face to face, LMS, text) 
● Never hurdle back to back days
● Lower the hurdles 3” frequently
● What is the point of the workout (starts, middle, volume, rhythm, distraction, 

speed over the tops….etc)
● Film (Every Hurdle Practice, Every Race)



Physical TOOLS: 



MY CHEAT SHEET
5 Steps (Overspeed): Girls 12m (39.37ft) Boys 13m (42.65)

Model Take-Off Boys and Landing 

5’7”    TO 7’3”to 7’7” Landing 3’3’ to 3’9”

5’11”   TO 7’1” to 7’5”                Landing 3’9” to 4’8”

Model Take-Off Girls and Landing 

5’5”     TO 6’4” to 6’8”                Landing 3’0’ to 3’6”

5’9”     TO 6’2” to 6’5”                Landing 3’6” to 4’3”



Honeymoon Drills/Workout Design (1-4) Weeks
A: The Eager

1. Walk through the drills (As, Bs, Walkthrough Trails)
2. Comfort over hurdles (infield over 1) 
3. Workouts low and moved in. Reps 2-3 hurdles Example: 3x2, 3x3
4. Blocks (little concern, not explosive enough)

B: The Natural 

1. Walk through the drills (As, Bs, Walkthrough Trails)
2. Comfort over hurdles (infield over 1) 
3. Workouts low and moved in. Reps 2-3 hurdles Example: 3x2, 3x3
4. Blocks (spend more time to set up the future of their race)

 



The Honeymoon Drills/Workout Design (1-4) Weeks  
C. The Squire

1. Helps set up drills, introduce “0” step drills by week 3 or 4
2. Rust-Bust 
3. Workout Design ladder low to high to low 1x2, 1x8, 1x6, 1x5, 1x4
4. Blocks (some concern, only if explosive enough)

D. The Mechanic

1. Sets up,  
2. Rust Bust 
3. Workout Design ladder low to high to low Example 1x2, 1x8, 1x6, 1x5, 1x4
4. Blocks (practice how you want to race)



Growing Pains (5-8) weeks
A: The Eager

1. More pace on traditional drills (As, Bs, Walkthrough Trails)
2. Workouts typically to 4-6 ( more reps, less distance) Example: 1x4, 3x6, 1x4
3. Lower hurdles and bring them in 3-4 steps

B: The Natural 

1. Pace on traditionals drills (As, Bs, Walkthrough Trails)
2. Workouts designed to attack weaknesses  usually longer reps needed Example: 1x2, 1x8, 1x6, 1x4 
3. Lower hurdles and bring them in 2-3



Growing Pains (5-8) Weeks
C. The Squire

1. Helps set up drills with mechanics.
2. Workouts intensive part of the season  Example: 1x2, 1x12, 1x9, 1x6
3. Emphasize take-off and landing as needed

D. The Mechanic

1. Sets up drills for everyone 
2. Workouts most intensive part of season Example: 2x5 (5 Step), 1x9, 1x7, 1x4
3. Whatever deficiency needs to be worked on. Tends to be arms



Time to Shine (9-12) Weeks
A: The Eager

1. Ideally most drills but “0”steps 
2. Peak for their “Championship”
3. Workouts low and moved in still. Workout differ by athlete
4. 3 Step…. 4 Step…..5 Step (After season is officially done what guidance do they get?)

B: The Natural 

1. All drills learn how to set-up
2. Peak for their Championship 
3. Workouts low and moved in. Reps 2-3 reps Example: 1x6, 1x10, 1x8
4. Most likely gearing up for Conference 



Time to Shine (9-12) Weeks
C. The Squire

1. All Drills
2. Workout: Pay attention! What do these athletes need
3. Work on major deficiencies  in order to best compete

D. The Mechanic

1. All Drills 
2. Workout: Whatever is needed
3. Tinker slightly but major components  should have been developed  in the mid-season
4. Long Reps around 2-3 reps. 



The Start
● Initiates the drive phase for 

sprints/hurdling
○ The hurdler naturally elevates faster to enter 

first hurdle
○ The Great debate 7-8 strides? Who cares, go 

with what with what sets up the race best for 
the individual. 95% will be 8

● Acceleration 
○ Athletes need to generate speed to the hurdle 

but more importantly through the hurdle
○ Avoid Popping up 

● Use sight
○ Peeking is fine as long as it does not alter body 

position
○ As athlete develops they will rely less on 

looking at the hurdle 

<

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slLi8liyWgE


The Takeoff
● Take off with power leg 

(trail) roughly the 
athlete’s height

● Once take off happens 
parabola is set

● Lead leg straight, toe up
● Torso aggressively down 

to place lead leg
● Head should stay level
● Stay compact



In the air
● Stay as compact as possible
● High point should be on takeoff side of 

hurdle
● Lead extends at high point
● Lead toe needs to stay up to provide a 

balanced landing
● Power leg loads up and must get to 

center “noon” (Potential Energy)



The acceleration off the Hurdle
● Lead must land in optimal position 

to carry pre-hurdle speed through
● No need to snap lead just get it 

down in structural sound position
● If leg carries speed through more 

speed can be generated off of the 
“power” leg (trail)

● Power leg done well is already in a 
sprint position

● Sprint to next hurdle, Repeat!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3yN9G5r
JYQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3yN9G5rJYQ


Essential Components
● Efficient Technique
● Rhythm 
● Controlled Aggression
● Poised

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6oE2wG_p0Y

